ICE@GT

New AP-CS Workshop for Current A and AB Teachers of AP-CS

with a math, science, IT or business education certification

Earn 3 PLU’s

June 1 - 4, 2004

Georgia Tech Hotel and Conference Center

Atlanta, Georgia

This Institute for Computing Education AP-CS workshop will focus on OOA, OOD, inheritance, polymorphism and the AP case study. The workshop will be a mix of lecture, hands-on exercises, tours of computer research labs at Tech, computing career info, diversity in computing and talks by corporate sponsors.

NOTE: Because of the total immersion approach used in the overall workshop design, this will be a residential workshop for all participants. The program begins with lunch at noon on Tuesday and ends at 3:30 PM on Friday.

Applications for full support, including hotel, food, parking and registration fee are available at gvsdc.org and must be sent to Cynthia Greene no later than May 1, 2004. Questions? Contact Cynthia Green at cygreene@doe.k12.ga.us.

Co-sponsored by:
Georgia State Department of Education
Georgia Tech’s College of Computing:
Institute for Computing Education (ICE@GT)
GT - CEISMC
Corporate Sponsors